TASSO-M20

PREPARE

Button

Sample Pod

1. GET SUPPLIES

2. WASH HANDS

3. WARM ARM

4. CLEAN ARM

You will need a timer and
a mirror during collection.

Use soap and
warm water.

Expose your shoulder
and rub quickly just
below your shoulder
until it feels warm.

Using the alcohol pad,
wipe the warmed area.
Let it dry.

COLLECT

“click”
or 5 min

5. OPEN WHITE POUCH

6. REMOVE CAP

7. PEEL BACKING

8. STICK DEVICE

9. PRESS BUTTON

10. WAIT FOR BLOOD

Pull the white and clear
layers of the pouch apart
from the middle to open.

Pull off the clear plastic
cover over the red button.

Pull the tab behind the
red button to remove
the paper backing.

Stick the device to the
warm and clean area
on your shoulder.

KEEP SAMPLE POD
POINTING DOWN.

DO NOT REMOVE
ONCE IT’S ON.

Press the red button firmly.
Let go when you hear a
loud click. You won’t see
blood right away.

Wait 5 minutes. Watch in the
mirror and continue to next
step before 5 minutes if
blood reaches the bottom.

START A 5 MINUTE
TIMER.

KEEP ARM AT SIDE
DURING COLLECTION.

DO NOT PRESS THE
RED BUTTON YET.

RETURN

11. PEEL OFF DEVICE

12. OPEN VENT

13. PACK FOIL BAG

14. DATE & TIME

15. SEAL BOX

16. MAIL PACKAGE

Slowly peel the device
off your arm.

Peel the clear film to
expose the sample
pod vents.

Place the used device
in the silver return bag
and seal.

Write your collection
date and time on the
inside flap of the box.

Place sample in the
box and seal box
with the strip.

LEAVE THE MOISTURE
PACKS IN THE BAG.

If needed, apply the
bandage to your arm.

Before 24 hours, drop the
box at a post office or in a
blue USPS (United States
Postal Service) mailbox.

Contact us for help:
1-408-708-8451

WARNINGS
Prescription use only.
Use before the expiration date affixed to the box.

Allows self-collection of a single blood sample that is
shipped to a lab for analysis by a medical professional.

TASSO-M20

One-time use only.
Keep out of reach of children.
Minor bruising may occur around the sample collection site.

TASSO ONDEMAND

For external use only.
Not for use on infant heels.
Intended for self-use or use by a healthcare provider.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE

Use while seated as fainting may occur with any blood sampling procedure.
Not intended for Newborn Screening or HbA1c testing.

KIT CONTENTS
Tasso Blood Collection Device
Alcohol Wipe
Bandage

!

IVD

Use by date
Consult instructions for use
This device contains sharps
Do not use if package is damaged

Return Pouch with Absorbent Pad
Instructions for Use

2
30°C

SYMBOLS

15°C

Single use only
Store at 15-30°C
Prescription use only

Catalog number

Sterilized by irradiation

Lot number
Tasso, Inc.
1631 15th Ave. W., Suite 105
Seattle, WA 98119

For in vitro diagnostic use
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